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HAYDAMAKY 

Kozak Rock! 

 

Legendary cult band from Ukraine on tour - with a great live show  

and rocking Carpathian ska, folk punk, ethno rock’n’roll and reggae! 
 

 

HAYDAMAKY are a well known and legendary band for a long time now. For two decades the musicians 

were touring all over the world, serving us a fresh new style. HAYDAMAKY combine the fascinating 

sounds of colorful Ukrainian folk music between melancholy and lightness with the driving power of fast 

ska, strong punk and wild rock sounds. The result is called KOZAK ROCK and definitely brings everyone to 

dance: ska fans, punks, Balkan freaks and the increasing group of followers of East European music 

culture. With an incredible energetic stage show and their explosive style mix HAYDAMAKY rock like 

crazy and bring the Slavic soul to overboil! 

 

www.haydamaky.com 

 

Press: 

 

„Carpathian ska and Cossack punk. Haydamaky transform every factory hall  

in a polka barn. That’s the soundtrack of rebellion.“ Arte Tracks 

 

„Diabolic beats and a pronto Balkan trumpet produce a big fire, so that dancers 

will have difficulties to keep their bodies under control. Insider name that  

music Carpathian Ska, and this rocks like crazy!“ sounds 

 

 „Rock music and traditional melodies – that works perfect! Their concerts are cult.“ 

globalsounds 

 

„One of the best European bands around!” Songlines 

 

„The wild men get deeply into the musical heritage of Ukraine, and weave the old 

melodies into theirs songs. So they consequently include the bandura, the typical 

instrument of the kobzars, the mandoline, the trumpet, the flute (sopilka) and 

accordion into the heavy folk sound of Haydamaky.“ Akkordeon Magazin 

 

„In front of the stage a dance and pogo orgy, sweating people  

with a mad laughing in their face.“ Kieler Nachrichten 

 

„The wild energy of Ukrainian folk celebrations combined with  

an authentic punk attitude!“ Voice of Culture 


